In this paper, we propose a new global clustering based multi-level partitioning algorithm for performance optimization. Our algorithm computes a delay minimal K-way partition first, then gradually reduces the cutsize while keeping the circuit delay by de-clustering and refinement. Our test results on a set of MCNC sequential examples show that we can reduce the delay by 30%, while increasing the cutsize by 28% on average, when compared with hMetis [5] . Our algorithm consistently outperforms state-of-the-art partitioning algorithms [2, 5, 3] on circuit delay with reasonable cost on the cutsize.
INTRODUCTION
Recent trend in deep submicron VLSI technology indicates that circuit delay is increasingly dominated by the interconnect delay. National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor predicts that 80% or more circuit delay will be directly linked to interconnect in deep submicron designs [1] . Furthermore, as the feature size (minimum wire width) continus to shrink, the circuit size becomes larger and larger and increasingly difficult to handle by most current synthesis and layout tools. Sylvester and Keutzer [13] proposed to partition a large circuit into small blocks so that the local intra-block delay can be small compared to global interblock delay. In general, circuit partitioning can be used for either global planning or divide-and-conquer purposes as pointed out in [2, 3] . For high performance designs, circuit partitioning with consideration of performance optimization becomes indispensable.
In this paper, we study the circuit partitioning for performance optimization problem with consideration of retiming. Retiming is a sequential optimization technique, usually performed at logic domain. By combining partitioning and retiming, we can make a better plan for large designs with the mutual benefit of both logic and physical optimization capabilities.
There are a number of works on performance-driven partitioning or clustering [9, 8, 6, 10, 14, 11, 2, 3] . The partitioning based approaches can have better control on the cutsize, but no guarantee on the performance. The mindelay clustering based approaches have stronger capability in optimizing the performance, but tend to increase cutsize significantly. Furthermore, node duplication is assumed for those clustering based algorithms to guarantee the best performance, which in practice may significantly increase the circuit size.
For cutsize minimization, hMetis [5] significantly improves the solution quality based on a very efficient multi-level optimization method. It performs a sequence of coarsening and uncoarsening steps followed by FM [4] based refinement. Compared with other algorithms, this algorithm can consistently achieve a much smaller cutsize. However, its coarsening step only explores very local connectivity information. Thus, it cannot guarantee to produce small delay in general. Recently, Cong et al. [2] proposed a performance-driven clustering/partitioning with retiming algorithm. Given an area bound for each cluster, PRIME can compute a quasioptimal solution if node duplication is allowed. For circuit partitioning without node duplication, a heuristic version of PRIME can still achieve the smallest delay compared with other partitioning algorithms followed by separate retiming [2] . But PRIME suffers a serious problem of producing huge cutsize. Later on, Cong et al. [3] proposed to combine PRIME and the multi-level cutsize minimization technique together for both performance and cutsize optimization. Their algorithm, named HPM [3] , first performs PRIME to form small clusters for delay minimization, then a multi-level edge-separability based clustering algorithm and a multi-way partitioning algorithm for cutsize minimization. Their results show that HPM [3] can achieve a reasonable balance in performance and cutsize compared with hMethis [5] and PRIME [2] . However, in HPM [3] , the performancedriven clustering and the multi-way partitioning are separated into two steps. To achieve a balance on performance and cutsize, HPM [3] must sacrifice the full performance optimization capability of PRIME by giving a very small area bound 1 to PRIME for larger freedom on cutsize reduction in later steps. As a result, HPM only has limited performance optimization capability, and in some cases can even produce results with larger delay than that by hMetis.
The multi-level optimization scheme of hMetis [5] can be depicted in Figure 1 . It performs gradual coarsening followed by uncoarsening and refinement. For cutsize minimization, the hyperedge based coarsening with consideration of local connectivity may be good enough. For performance optimization or other objectives needing the information of the entire circuit, gradual coarsening is hard to predicting the impact to the final circuit performance. Most of all, any errors made at lower levels will propagate to the top level and be very difficult to correct until the uncoarsening gets back to the bottom levels. As a result, any bad coarsening at lower levels will very likely entrap the algorithm to a local optimal solution with inferior quality. In this paper, we propose a new multi-level optimization scheme for performance-driven circuit partitioning based on global clustering. We overcome the problem on gradual coarsening by directly starting from the top level partitioning as shown in Figure 2 . We perform the global clustering PRIME algorithm [2] to get an initial partitioning solution with minimal circuit delay. Then, we perform multi-level de-clustering and refinement to gradually reduce the cutsize while preserving the minimal circuit delay. The objective of the refinement is changed to cutsize minimization, rather than the more difficult delay minimization. The cutsize minimization problem can be handled easily by many existing partitioning algorithms like FM [4] . Our main contribution is a new global clustering based multi-level optimization scheme starting directly from the top level. For performance optimization, we think our new multi-level optimization scheme is more suitable than the coarsening and 1 Instead of setting the area bound to be the full block size for best possible delay, the authors of [3] chose a constant area bound of 10 for running PRIME [3] for best area delay tradeoff based on their experimental results. uncoarsening method in [5] . We believe our new scheme can be applied for performance optimization at various stages of logic synthesis and physical design.
We have tested our algorithm on a set of MCNC examples. Our results show that our algorithm consistently outperforms other state-of-the-art partitioning algorithms with 15% to 30% smaller delay for either 16-way partitioning or bi-partitioning. Our cutsize is similar to that by HPM [3] , but 28% larger than that by hMetis [5] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem formulation and preliminaries. Section 3 presents the details of our algorithm. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. Discussions and conclusions are given in Section 5.
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRE-LIMINARIES
The partitioning problem is to decompose a given circuit into K blocks for a given K with balanced area. Retiming is a well-known sequential circuit optimization technique for delay optimization by moving flipflops without changing the circuit behavior. Retiming is optimally solved first by Leiserson and Saxe [7] . For performance-driven circuit partitioning and retiming, we represent a sequential circuit by the retiming hypergraph which is a modification of the retiming graph defined in [7] . A retiming hypergraph is a directed graph G(V, E, W, H), where V is the set of nodes representing gates in the circuits, E is the set of edges representing connections between nodes, W = {w(e) | ∀ e ∈ E} is the set of edge weights representing the numbers of flipflops on the edges, and H is the set of hyperedges. A hyperedge is a set of edges driven by the same node. P I and P O denote the sets of primary inputs and primary outputs of the circuit. A retiming solution is denoted as
where r(v) is an integer representing the number of flipflops moved from v's output edges to input edges.
Problem 1. For a sequential circuit G(V, E, W, H), a balanced duplication-free K-way partitioning and retiming solution is represented as
P = {P1, P2, .., PK } and R(V ) = {r(v) | ∀ v ∈ V } satisfying the following conditions: 1. Pi Pj = ∅ for i = j and P1 .. PK = V , 2. αi ≤| Pi |≤ βi for given αi and βi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, 3. w r (e(u, v)) = w(e(u, v)) + r(v) − r(u) ≥ 0,
r(v) = 0 for all P I, P O nodes v.
The cutsize of a partitioning solution is the number of hyperedges spanning more than one block. As in [2, 3] , the general delay model is used in this paper, which assumes that each gate v has a delay of dv, intra-block delay (local interconnect delay within each block) of d and inter-block delay (interconnect delay between blocks) of D, where d < D. The size of each gate v is av. We ignore the setup and hold times, as well as the size of flipflops (FFs) as assumed in previous works on retiming [7, 2, 3] .
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The circuit delay is measured as the longest combinational path delay from a PI or an FF output to a PO or an FF input. Our objective is to perform a K-way balanced partitioning with retiming for the minimum delay, while reducing the cutsize as much as possible. In the remainder of the paper, we use both circuit delay and clock period interchangeably for the same meaning without further notice.
THE MULTI-LEVEL PERFORMANCE-DRIVEN PARTITIONING WITH RETIM-ING ALGORITHM

Overview
In this section, we present the details of our algorithm named MLPR. For a circuit with total area of A and a given constant K for K-way partitioning, we first perform a performance-driven clustering with area bound of A K to achieve the minimal possible clock period for K-way partitioning and retiming using the PRIME algorithm [2] as described in Section 3.2. Then, we partition those clusters into K blocks to get the top level partitioning solution. The performance-driven clustering problem can be solved by PRIME [2] , while the cutsize-driven partitioning problem can be solved with hMetis [5] or FM [4] . Since the cutsize of this partitioning solution is still quite large, we perform subsequent steps of de-clustering and refinement for cutsize minimization, while preserving the circuit delay. In the following, we first review the performancedriven clustering with retiming algorithm in [2] . Then, we present details on initial partition generation at the top level, performance-driven de-clustering and performance-bounded cutsize driven refinement.
Review of the Performance-Driven Clustering
The performance-driven clustering is to form a number of clusters for a circuit under a given area bound. Under the general delay model with node delay dv, intra-block delay d and inter-block delay D, our objective is to minimize the circuit delay after optimal retiming. To achieve the minimal clock period, PRIME [2] performs a binary search in the 2 We ignore the size of FFs is because it is difficult to predict which partition an FF will be in before retiming. For FPGA, in general this will not cause a problem because they are register-rich. For example, both Xilinx Virtex and Altera Flex FPGAs has one FF to use for each 4-LUT. For ASIC, if retiming causes area unbalance problem, a postprocessing of rebalancing area is needed, or we can disable retiming and consider FF area during partitioning. range [lb, ub] Accordingly, let l opt (v) be the minimum l(v) among all possible clustering solutions, one can check if there exists one clustering solution with a retimed clock period of no more than φ by computing l opt (v) for all P O nodes v. Since our problem is circuit partitioning without node duplication, we refer PRIME to the duplication-free heuristic proposed in [2] in the remainder of this paper.
Top Level Clustering and Partitioning
For a circuit with an area of A and K-way partitioning, we perform the performance-driven clustering algorithm PRIME [2] with an area bound of A K . Since PRIME only groups critical nodes together, i.e., groups nodes if separating them will increase the final delay, PRIME will generate more than K clusters. In practice, most have an area far less than . Since packing will only reduce edge delay, the minimum clock period computed by PRIME can be preserved in any K-way partitioning solution of those clusters. It is not difficult to prove that:
Theorem 2. For a given general delay model with given node delay, intra-block delay, inter-block delay, and a given clustering solution of a circuit, let φ be the circuit delay. For any partitioning solution of the clusters, its circuit delay will be less than or equal to φ.
Clearly, with a delay optimal clustering solution, we can focus on cutsize minimization only when computing a Kway partitioning solution of the clusters.
In MLPR, we use hMetis [5] to pack those clusters generated by PRIME [2] into K area-balanced partitions for smaller cutsize of the initial partitioning at the top level.
Performance-Driven De-clustering and Refinement
The initial partitioning solution generated by PRIME [2] and hMetis [5] at the top level defines the best delay we can achieve. However, the cutsize is usually much larger than what is achievable by hMetis [5] . This is because some of the large clusters generated by PRIME limit the solution space for cutsize reduction. To further reduce the cutsize without increasing the circuit delay, we perform gradual declustering and refinement until we reach the bottom level, where each cluster is a single node.
De-clustering will form smaller clusters so that refinement can have greater freedom in moving clusters (or nodes) for cutsize reduction. De-clustering in MLPR is actually a clustering process with a smaller area bound on each cluster. The objective is performance optimization, i.e., it tries to group together nodes in critical paths to reduce the circuit delay. According to Theorem 2, any partitioning solution of the de-clustered netlist will only have the same or smaller delay. Our performance-driven de-clustering provides a guarantee on the circuit delay so that the follow-on step of refinement can be simplified to consider cutsize only.
A big difference between our de-clustering procedure and the uncoarsening procedure in hMetis [5] is that our declustering is based on the current partitioning solution, while the uncoarsening solution is determined a priori in the coarsening stage. The major drawback of the uncoarsening approach is that it does not use any information in the current partitioning solution and does not know where the critical paths are.
In MLPR, we perform a partition-bounded clustering for de-clustering. For the partitioning solution defined at a higher level, a partition-bounded clustering solution is a clustering solution in which two nodes are in one cluster only if they are in the same partition. In other words, any cluster will not be moved across the partition boundary. The reason is that by preserving the higher level partition boundary, we guarantee that the higher level partitioning solution is also a partitioning solution of the de-clustered netlist at the current level. In theory, we can guarantee the optimal solution at the current level is always better than the higher level solution. Notice that the refinement procedure can still move clusters across the partition boundary.
Our partition-bounded performance-driven de-clustering is performed as follows. We first mark all cut edges across different partitions. Then, we compute an area bound which is smaller than the area bound used at the higher level. (At the top-most level, the area bound of clusters is the maximum size of each partition.) We then call PRIME to do performance-driven clustering with the following modification. When PRIME wants to pack a fanin node u of node v into the cluster of v based on the performance requirement, we check if the edge from u to v is cut. If the edge is cut, we do not allow u to be packed into the cluster of v even though the delay will increase. We call this algorithm the modified PRIME algorithm.
In the refinement step, we perform FM algorithm [4] for cutsize reduction. At the end of refinement, we perform timing analysis to compare the current solution with the previous solution at a higher level and decide whether to keep the refined solution or roll back to the solution before refinement. For better control on delay, we use the multiple rollback point method proposed in [3] . This method saves several local optimal solutions in one pass of refinement, evaluates the delay of the partition corresponding to each saved solutions and chooses one with the smallest cutsize while preserving the delay of the higher level partition. Because only a few points are considered, we can do timing analysis on the entire circuit without increasing the runtime too much. If none of the points we computed can preserve the delay of the higher level partition, we can pick a solution MLPR (G(V, E, W, H based on a tradeoff on delay and cutsize. When we reach the bottom level, every cluster is just a single node. We perform one more refinement on the flat netlist without any clustering constraints. Finally, we perform an optimal retiming on the partitioning solution to get the minimum clock period. Notice that during the entire partitioning, de-clustering and refinement stage, our timing analysis always considers retiming by computing the node labels l opt (v) as defined in Section 3.2. As a result, our partitioning solution already determines the retiming solution which can be computed directly from node labels as [2] .
The pseudo code of our MLPR algorithm is shown in Figure 3. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented our algorithm, named MLPR, in C language and incorporated into the SIS [12] package. The experiments were run on a dual Intel PentiumIII 400Mhz PC with 1GB memory. We obtained hMetis V1.5.3, PRIME and HPM from their authors for evaluation. We used 12 MCNC benchmarks. Tech decomp is performed to decompose the original circuits into 2-bounded circuits, i.e., each gate has only two inputs. The size of the circuits ranges from 500 to 30,000 2-input gates.
In our test, we assume each two-input gate has an area of 1 and a delay of 1. The local interconnect delay within a partition is 0 and the inter-partition delay is 5 as is the one used in [3] . We compared our algorithm with the other algorithms for both 16-way partitioning (as tested in [3] ) and bi-partitioning. Since the HPM binary code we obtained can only run for 16-way partitioning, we could not compare with HPM for bi-partitioning. For PRIME, we used the duplication-free heuristic in [2] . For both 16-way and bipartitioning test, we set the area skew to be 5%. For bipartitioning, the partition size can be 45% to 55% of the circuit size. For 16-way partitioning, the area bound on each partition is within the range of 95% to 105% of
, where A is the circuit size. The 16-way partitioning results are shown in Table 1 and the bi-partitioning results are shown in Table 2 . For 16-way and bi-partitioning, we run K-way hMetis, denoted khMetis, and hMetis, respectively. In either case, we perform 20 runs with the VCycle option turned on. We then read back the partitioning solutions and perform an optimal retiming. For PRIME, HPM and our MLPR, retiming capability is included in the package.
In Table 1 , we can see that MLPR consistently outperforms all other algorithms in terms of the clock period. We can get even smaller clock periods than the (duplication-free heuristic) PRIME algorithm. Our results show that compared with MLPR, PRIME generates results with 3 times larger cutsize and 15% larger clock period. The khMetis algorithm can generate results with 28% smaller cutsize, but a 30% larger clock period on average. The HPM algorithm can generate results with a 1% smaller cutsize and 23% larger clock period. As to the runtime, khMetis consistently outperforms other algorithms significantly because it does not consider any timing issues. For the largest design clma, khMetis needs only 113 seconds, while PRIME takes 1044 seconds and MLPR takes 4808 seconds. We did not measure HPM's runtime as it was run on a Sun Solaris machine.
3 Since HPM uses a fixed and very small cluster size for its clustering step, its runtime is usually much shorter than PRIME and MLPR which use A K as the area bound for clustering. For fixed K, performance-driven clustering algorithm PRIME [2] works in quadratic order of the circuit size. MLPR's runtime will be even longer. Currently, we are looking for faster clustering algorithms to speed up MLPR. Nevertheless, MLPR demonstrates the significant advantage on performance optimization with consideration of cutsize over the state-of-the-art algorithms.
To demonstrate how far away our delays are from the optimal ones, we compare the delay of each algorithm with the lower bound on the minimum clock period by the labeling procedure of the PRIME algorithm, 4 our MLPR algorithm can produce results with delay of 44% larger than the lowerbounds. Notice that the lower-bounds are computed under the assumption that node duplication is allowed. If we compare our results with the optimal duplication-free partitioning solutions, the delay increase is most likely to be even smaller.
Similar results hold for bi-partitioning as shown in Table  2 .
DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a performance-driven circuit partitioning with retiming algorithm. Our main contribution is a new global clustering-based multi-level optimization scheme. Our results show that our algorithm consistently outperforms other state-of-the-art partitioning algorithms for circuit delay minimization. Retiming is considered seamlessly during partitioning to achieve the best performance. We believe our new multi-level optimization scheme can be adapted to other problems in various stages in logic synthesis and physical delay for performance optimization.
A key step in our algorithm is the performance-driven global clustering. In MLPR, we use the PRIME algorithm to compute clustering and de-clustering solutions in each level.
16-way Partitioning Result
